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REASONS FOR DECISION
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[1]

John McLellan sold his boat to Ossie Collins for $10,000 plus the
installation of a solar power system. Mr McLellan received the $10,000.
Mr Collins did not supply and install a working solar power system. Mr
McLellan filed a claim for the equivalent cost of a solar power system,
then limited his claim to the $25,000 jurisdiction of tribunal’s minor civil
disputes claim. The tribunal ordered in Mr McLellan’s favour.

[2]

Mr Collins wants to appeal that decision. Because this is an appeal from a
decision of the tribunal in its minor civil disputes jurisdiction, leave is
necessary.1 Leave to appeal will usually be granted where there is a
reasonable argument that the decision is attended by error, and an appeal
is necessary to correct a substantial injustice to the applicant caused by
that error.2

[3]

Mr Collins says that the tribunal did not hear evidence from the solar
system installer, Mysol Pty Ltd. He says that, because he appeared at the
hearing by telephone, he was not able to see documents Mr McLellan
filed on the day of the hearing.

[4]

Mr Collins has filed fresh evidence with his application for leave to appeal.
It consists of an email from “Kyle” acknowledging that Mysol was at fault
in failing to provide Mr McLellan’s solar power system.

[5]

The appeals tribunal will only accept fresh evidence if it was not
reasonably available at the time the proceeding was heard and
determined. Ordinarily, an applicant for leave to adduce such evidence
must satisfy three tests. Could the parties have obtained the evidence
with reasonable diligence for use at the trial? If allowed, would the
evidence probably have an important impact on the result of the case? Is
the evidence credible?3

[6]

An application for leave to appeal is not, and should not be, an attempt to
shore up the deficiencies of a party’s case at the initial hearing. The email
is dated 26 March 2015 and is supported by text messages that show the
email was generated for the purpose of the appeal. The text messages
also show that Mr Collins knew that Kyle was an important witness but Mr
Collins tried to keep him out of the dispute. The learned Judicial Registrar
asked Mr Collins if he was going to call Kyle as a witness and Mr Collins
said “no”4.

[7]

The evidence was available for use at the hearing and Mr Collins has no
good explanation for his failure to call Kyle. The evidence may be credible
but, for the reasons that follow, it would not have an important impact on
the result of the case. That evidence should not be admitted and the
application for leave to appeal must proceed on the basis of the evidence
before the tribunal.
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QCAT Act s 142(3)(a)(i).
Pickering v McArthur [2005] QCA 294 at [3].
Clarke v Japan Machines (Australia) Pty Ltd [1984] 1 Qd R 404 at 408.
Transcript page 1-14, lines 38 – 40.
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[8]

The appeal tribunal will not usually disturb findings of fact on appeal if the
evidence is capable of supporting the conclusions.5 An appellate tribunal
may interfere if the conclusion is ‘contrary to compelling inferences’ in the
case.6

[9]

The tribunal found that the agreement was as Mr McLellan described; that
Mr Collins would provide a solar power system. The tribunal did not
accept Mr Collins’ alternative argument; that he would pay for the system
on Mr McLellan’s behalf and then simply act as the agent for an
agreement between Mr McLellan and Mysol.

[10]

The evidence can support the tribunal’s findings. As the tribunal noted7,
the parties’ documents do not support Mr Collins’ version of the
agreement. Kyle was the solar power installer, he was not a party to the
agreement between Mr McLellan and Mr Collins and there is no
suggestion that he witnessed any conversation between the two. He could
not give any direct evidence about the terms of the agreement between
Mr Collins and Mr McLellan. There is nothing in the transcript to persuade
me that the tribunal should have taken a different view of the facts.

[11]

It is true that Mr Collins could not see all the documents Mr McLellan
produced at the hearing. Most of the documents were emails between Mr
McLellan and Mr Collins. The learned Judicial Registrar read out the text
of the documents that were relevant to his decision8. Mr Collins, initially,
did not deny that the emails were accurate9. He later denied writing the
emails that Mr McLellan attached to his claim10, even though he did not
raise that issue in his filed response.

[12]

The documents on which the learned Judicial Registrar based his decision
were all annexed to Mr McLellan’s claim. Mr Collins had seen them, but
did not file any material in response. The learned Judicial Registrar was
entitled to rely on those documents. Mr Collins was not denied procedural
fairness because he could not see other emails that Mr McLellan handed
up at the hearing.

[13]

There is no reasonably arguable case that the learned Judicial Registrar
was in error. Leave to appeal should be refused.
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